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Abstract

Recent abstractive conversation summarization001
systems generally rely on large-scale annotated002
summaries. However, collecting conversations003
and annotating their corresponding summaries004
can be time-consuming and labor-intensive. To005
alleviate the data scarcity issue, in this work,006
we present a simple yet effective compositional007
data augmentation method, COMPO, for gener-008
ating diverse and high-quality pairs of conver-009
sations and summaries. Specifically, we gen-010
erate novel conversation and summary pairs011
through first extracting conversation snippets012
and summary sentences based on conversation013
stages and then randomly composing them con-014
strained by the temporal relation and seman-015
tic similarities. To deal with the noises in the016
augmented data, we further utilize knowledge017
distillation to learn concise representation from018
a teacher model trained on high-quality data.019
Extensive experiments on benchmark datasets020
demonstrate that COMPO significantly outper-021
forms prior state-of-the-art baselines in terms022
of both quantitative and qualitative evaluation,023
and exhibits reasonable level of interpretability.024

1 Introduction025

Abstractive conversation summarization, which026

aims to summarize unstructured conversations into027

short, concise and structured text, has benefited a028

lot from neural generative models trained on large-029

scale annotated data. Much attention has been paid030

to address various aspects in conversation sum-031

marization, such as modeling conversations in a032

hierarchical way (Zhao et al., 2019; Zhu et al.,033

2020), leveraging dialogue acts Goo and Chen034

(2018), using key phrases and entities Liu et al.035

(2019a); Narayan et al. (2021), utilizing topic seg-036

ments (Liu et al., 2019b), stage components (Chen037

and Yang, 2020) and discourse relations (Chen and038

Yang, 2021b; Feng et al., 2020b). However, train-039

ing these generative models often requires abun-040

dant high-quality data, i.e., conversation and its041

Lucas: Hey! How was your date?
Demi: Hey there!
Demi: It was pretty fine, actually, thank you!

Demi: I just got promoted! :D
Lucas: Whoa! Great news! 
Lucas: Congratulations!

Lucas: Such a success has to be celebrated.
Demi: I agree! :D
Lucas: Tonight at Death & Co.?
Demi: Sure!
Lucas: When will you be available?
Demi: See you there at 10 pm?

Lucas: Yeah! Looking forward to it! 

(𝑆𝑆2) Demi got promoted. (𝑆𝑆3) She will celebrate 
that with Lucas at Death & Co at 10 pm.

𝑆𝑆1

𝑆𝑆2

𝑆𝑆3

𝑆𝑆4

Figure 1: A conversation and its paired summary. Si

stand for referred stage snippets, i.e., Opening, Inten-
tion, Discussion and Conclusion. The corresponding
summary consists of two sentences, each sentence cor-
responds to one snippet Si (illustrated by color).

paired summary, which is usually time-consuming 042

and labor-intensive to obtain. As a result, it is chal- 043

lenging to apply them to new settings or real-world 044

situations where labeled summaries are limited. 045

A direct solution is to employ data augmenta- 046

tion techniques, which is popular in various areas 047

across computer vision (Cubuk et al., 2018) and 048

natural language processing (Sennrich et al., 2015; 049

Feng et al., 2021a). Existing data augmentation 050

methods can be categorized into token-level (Feng 051

et al., 2020a; Shen et al., 2020), sentence-level (Yu 052

et al., 2018), adversarial style (Miyato et al., 2016; 053

Zeng et al., 2020) and augmentation in the hid- 054

den space (Cheng et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2019). 055

Different from plain context, augmentation for con- 056

versations is challenging as we have to take into 057

account conversation structures such as speaker 058

information, topic split, and conversation stages 059

(Gritta et al., 2021; Shuster et al., 2021). Directly 060
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applying these augmentation methods into the con-061

text of conversations fail to consider any unique062

structures of conversations and might be limited in063

creating high-quality and diverse data pairs.064

To fill in these gaps, in this work, we propose065

a simple and effective data augmentation method,066

COMPO, to improve the performances of abstrac-067

tive conversation summarization in low-resourced068

settings by generating augmented data in a com-069

positional way, where diverse conversations and070

summaries are generated from composing differ-071

ent conversation snippets extracted based on con-072

versation structures. As a starting point, here we073

consider conversation stage, a prevalent pattern ex-074

isting in almost all the context, since conversations075

often follow certain patterns to develop (e.g. Open-076

ing, Intention, Discussion and Conclusion) (Chen077

and Yang, 2020). People tend to summarize the078

conversation in an almost linear way with a strong079

temporal dependency (Wu et al., 2021), as illus-080

trated in Figure 1. As a result, it is intuitive to081

first segment conversation into stages and match082

these stages with their corresponding summary sen-083

tences, and then reorganize them into novel paired084

conversations and summaries as shown in Figure 2.085

In this way, sub-components of conversations can086

be re-organized and re-composed to generate aug-087

mented pairs that might not be seen in the original088

corpus, resulting in more diverse training data.089

Specifically, COMPO involves the following090

steps. Firstly, we construct a pool of candidate pairs091

for conversation stage and summary sentences as092

units for composition. Secondly, we sample units093

from the candidate pool according to some speci-094

fied requirements to guarantee temporal relations095

and semantic similarities, and then perform easy-096

to-use deletion/insertion/replacement operations to097

both the conversation and summary to construct098

augmented data based on a given paired data. The-099

oretically we can generate infinite amount of data100

as we use online sampling during the training pro-101

cess. To alleviate the noise in the augmented data,102

we first train a teacher model on the original high-103

quality dataset, and then distill a generative model104

by mimicking the distribution produced by the105

teacher model on the augmented data (Hinton et al.,106

2015). Note that COMPO can be smoothly extended107

to other conversation-related tasks. To demon-108

strate the effectiveness of COMPO, we conduct ex-109

periments on two benchmark datasets, SAMSum110

(Gliwa et al., 2019) and DialogSum (Chen et al.,111

2021). Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations 112

show that COMPO surpasses prior state-of-the-art 113

baselines by a large margin. 114

2 Related Work 115

2.1 Abstractive Conversation Summarization 116

Abstractive conversation summarization, as op- 117

posed to extraction summarization, requires gener- 118

ative models to have a strong ability in language un- 119

derstanding as the words in output may not appear 120

in the input. Prior work on abstractive conversation 121

summarization can be divided into two categories. 122

One is to directly apply existing document sum- 123

marization models to conversations (Shang et al., 124

2018; Gliwa et al., 2019). The other is to design 125

conversation-tailored methods, for instance, mod- 126

eling conversations in a hierarchical way (Zhao 127

et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020). The rich struc- 128

tured information in conversations has also been 129

leveraged. For example, Goo and Chen (2018) 130

used dialogue acts; Liu et al. (2019a); Narayan 131

et al. (2021) leveraged key phrases and entities. 132

Topic segments (Liu et al., 2019b), stage compo- 133

nents (Chen and Yang, 2020) and discourse rela- 134

tions (Chen and Yang, 2021b; Feng et al., 2020b) 135

are also explored to understand conversation con- 136

text for summarization. However, most approaches 137

in the aforementioned categories focus on neural 138

supervised methods and require abundant data to 139

achieve the state-of-the-art performance, which is 140

time-consuming and labor-intensive. In this work, 141

we introduce conversation specific data augmenta- 142

tion methods to help address data scarcity on paired 143

conversation and summaries. 144

2.2 Data Augmentation in NLP 145

Data augmentation is an effective approach to boost 146

the performance of neural supervised models, and 147

has been widely applied in various NLP tasks such 148

as text classification (Wei and Zou, 2019; Zheng 149

et al., 2020), machine reading comprehension (Yu 150

et al., 2018), and machine translation (Sennrich 151

et al., 2015). Only a few have made attempts in 152

data augmentation for conversations (Chen and 153

Yang, 2021a). Augmentation for conversations is 154

quite different from traditional classification tasks 155

as it requires models to consider conversation struc- 156

tures and speaker information. Commonly seen 157

practices involve designed word/synonym replace- 158

ment (Kobayashi, 2018; Niu and Bansal, 2018), 159

word deletion/swapping/insertion (Wei and Zou, 160
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2019), back translation (Sennrich et al., 2015; Xie161

et al., 2019) and compositional augmentation (Jia162

and Liang, 2016; Andreas, 2019). Specifically,163

compositional data augmentation leverages small164

fragments from the input and re-combine them165

to create augmented examples. Existing compo-166

sitional data augmentation often requires carefully-167

designed rules (Chen et al., 2020b; Nye et al.,168

2020), and operates at the sentence level (Furrer169

et al., 2020). Motivated by these, we propose a170

compositional data augmentation method specific171

for conversations. Compared with previous work172

(Chen and Yang, 2021a), we augment conversation173

data in sub-structure level instead of utterance-level.174

Also, note that we are the first to augment paired175

data, i.e., conversations and its paired summaries176

in a compositional way.177

3 Methodology178

To generate diverse conversation-summary pairs179

to deal with the data scarcity issue, this section180

presents a simple and effective compositional data181

augmentation method COMPO for supervised ab-182

stractive conversation summarization.183

3.1 Compositional Augmentation184

Our compositional augmentation method COMPO185

operates at the sub-structure level of conversations.186

By extracting different sub-components of conver-187

sations and recombining them based on certain188

orderings, COMPO can produce novel and diverse189

conversation and its summaries that might not been190

seen in the original corpus. To get a reasonable191

granularity of conversation sub-parts, we choose192

conversation stages, building upon prior work on193

conversation structures (Althoff et al., 2016; Chen194

and Yang, 2020). Dialogues naturally develop fol-195

lowing certain stages such as “Openings→ Inten-196

tion→ Discussion→ Conclusion” in daily chats.197

Sometimes, the human annotated summaries are198

also based on different stages in different sentences;199

sentences within a reference summary usually have200

very strong, linear temporal dependency (Wu et al.,201

2021), as shown in Figure 1. Thus we propose a202

compositional inductive approach through the com-203

posing different conversation stages and their cor-204

responding summary sentences (Andreas, 2019).205

Specifically, we construct a set of new206

conversation-summary pairs Da = {⟨C ′
i , S

′
i⟩}Mi=1207

out of the original paired dataset Dp =208

{⟨Ci, Si⟩}Ni=1, where M > N and C, S denote209

Algorithm 1: Constructing Candidate Pairs
Input: A conversation stage ci ∈ C, a

summary S containing n sentences,
sliding window size interval [a,b]

Output: Corresponding summary sentences
Si
paired for ci

1 for w = a to b do
2 for j = 1 to |S| − w] do
3 cand=Cj,j+w

4 r(j, w)← ROUGE(cand, si)
5 W ←W ∪ cand
6 j ← j + w/2

7 w ← w + 1

8 jbest, wbest ← argmaxj,wr(j, w)
9 Si

paired ← Cjbest,(jbest+wbest)

the conversation and paired summary respectively 210

through compositional augmentations. Our compo- 211

sitional augmentation approach involves two major 212

steps as shown in 2 (a): 1) constructing candidate 213

pairs of summary sentences and conversation snip- 214

pets and 2) generating augmented conversation- 215

summary samples out of the constructed pairs. 216

3.1.1 Constructing Candidate Pairs 217

Following Althoff et al. (2016) and Chen and Yang 218

(2020), we utilize Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 219

to extract stages in conversations. We set the num- 220

ber of hidden stages as 4 (number of conversation 221

stages) and the observations are initialized with 222

representations from sentence-BERT (Reimers and 223

Gurevych, 2019). The segmented conversation is 224

denoted as C = {c1, ..., c4} where ci is the stage 225

that contains several consecutive utterances. Then 226

we split the summary into several sentences as 227

S = {s1, ...sn} where si is one sentence in the 228

summary, n is the total number of sentences. 229

Building on these preprocessed segmented con- 230

versation stages and summary sentences, we then 231

match the summary sentences Si
paired to its corre- 232

sponding conversation stage ci. Note that this is 233

not a one-to-one matching, a conversation stage 234

can be matched with several consecutive summary 235

sentences. Every conversation stage has its corre- 236

sponding paired summary snippet. The detailed 237

algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. 238

3.1.2 Generating Augmented Pairs 239

Given the constructed pool of candidate pairs P = 240

{⟨ci, Si
paired⟩}, we then construct augmented data 241
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𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝: original conversation and 
their paired summary

Random Deletion Random Insertion

same stage pair
find its kNNs

①
②

randomly select a 
stage

search for a random 
candidate pair 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

𝑐𝑐1

𝑐𝑐3

𝑐𝑐4

𝑐𝑐1

𝑐𝑐3

𝑐𝑐4

𝑐𝑐2

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖

𝑐𝑐1

𝑐𝑐2

𝑐𝑐3′

𝑐𝑐4

ReplacementHMM

conversation stages: 𝐶𝐶 = {𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2, 𝑐𝑐3, 𝑐𝑐4}

summary sentences: 𝑆𝑆 = {𝑠𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛}

construct 
candidate pairs

pool of candidate pairs

𝑐𝑐1, 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝1 𝑐𝑐2, 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝2

… 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

make augmented
pairs

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝: augmented pairs of conversation 
and summary

conv. 
sum.    𝑠𝑠2, 𝑠𝑠3

sampled from 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝

𝑐𝑐3′ , 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝3

summary: 𝑠𝑠3 summary: 
s2, 𝑠𝑠3, 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

summary: 
s2, 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝3

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Framework of how we construct augmented pairs (a), and examples of utilizing compositional augmenta-
tion strategies to augment the given conversation and its paired summary (b). Given a conversation and its paired
summary, we would randomly delete/insert one conversation stage and the corresponding summary sentences, or
replace the original conversation stage of the same stage and semantic similarities.

pairs by re-combining the fragments (i.e., candidate242

pairs). For each sample, we randomly perform the243

operations described below to generate augmented244

conversation C
′
i and its corresponding summary245

S
′
i . Examples for these operations are shown in246

Figure 2 (b). Note that we adapt the speakers’247

names with string matching in all these operations.248

Random Deletion and Insertion of Sub-Parts249

After the construction of candidate pairs, the con-250

text of each stage is relatively well summarized in251

its corresponding summary sentence. To perturb252

temporal relations to create paired augmented con-253

versations and summaries, we introduce two simple254

operations: (1) randomly deleting one conversation255

stage and its corresponding summary sentences to256

provide less information in the conversation con-257

text, and (2) random insertion, which introduces258

new context by inserting one conversation stage259

ci randomly selected from P into a random posi-260

tion of the original four stages. The paired sub-261

summary is placed in the corresponding position.262

Replacement of Sub-Parts Replacement can be263

seen as a refined version for paraphrasing (Sen-264

nrich et al., 2015) in compositional conversation265

augmentation. In order to preserve the conversation266

structure of the augmented data, we substitute the267

same conversation stage, e.g., we only substitute268

the Opening stage by another Opening pair sam-269

pled from the pool. To guarantee similar semantic 270

meanings to avoid noise as much as possible, we 271

select the candidate pair with k-nearest neighbors 272

(kNNs). The motivation here is that kNNs may 273

contain the same entity words as the original sen- 274

tences and words, but in different contexts and 275

forms (Chen et al., 2020a). In practice, we map the 276

summary sentences for all the candidate pairs of 277

the same stage (pre-specified) into a hidden space, 278

and then collect each sentence’s kNNs using l2 279

distance. We fetch the candidate pair that has the 280

nearest summary sentences as the substitute. 281

When creating augmented conversation and sum- 282

mary pairs, we conduct a online sampling ap- 283

proach, which means that we can generate an infi- 284

nite amount of labeled data theoretically. 285

3.2 Model Distillation 286

A straight-forward way to improve a generative 287

model with the augmented data is to directly merge 288

the original data. However, this naive approach 289

may lead to sub-optimal performance as it may 290

bring much noise. Therefore, we apply model 291

distillation in the training process to learn more 292

concise representation with clean signals. 293

For a generative model, it captures the distri- 294

bution of a summary sequence S given the con- 295

versation context C, i.e., Pθ(S|C). This can be 296

formalized as follows: 297
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Dataset
Split

Number of Participants Number of Turns Reference Length

Mean Std Interval Mean Std Interval Mean Std Interval

SAMSum
Train 14732 2.40 0.83 [1,14] 11.17 6.45 [1,46] 23.44 12.72 [2,73]

Dev 818 2.39 0.84 [2,12] 10.83 6.37 [3,30] 23.42 12.71 [4,68]
Test 819 2.36 0.83 [2,11] 11.25 6.35 [3,30] 23.12 12.20 [4,71]

DialogSum
Train 12460 2.01 0.13 [2,7] 9.49 4.16 [2,65] 22.87 10.71 [5,153]

Dev 500 2.01 0.13 [2,4] 9.38 3.99 [2,29] 20.91 9.76 [6,56]
Test 500 2.01 0.27 [2,3] 9.71 4.99 [2,65] 19.09 9.20 [6,84]

Table 1: Statistics of the used datasets. Interval denotes the minimum and maximum range.

Pθ(S|C) = Π
|S|
i=1Pθ(si|s<i, C), (1)298

where |S| is the length of S, s<i = s1...si−1 is the299

token sequence before si. The model parameters θ300

can be learned by optimizing the NLL loss:301

Lnll(θ) = −
|S|∑
i=1

logPθ(si|s<i, C) (2)302

In this work, we parameterize the summary gen-303

eration model using the Transformer based encoder-304

decoder framework (Vaswani et al., 2017). To per-305

form model distillation, we first train a teacher306

model Pθt(S|C) by optimizing the NLL loss on307

the original dataset. After the training process is308

completed, the teacher model is then fixed and used309

to compute a knowledge distillation (KD) (Kim and310

Rush, 2016) loss as:311

Lkd(θ) = −
|S|∑
i=1

|V|∑
j=1

Pθt(si = j|s<i, C)

× logPθ(si = j|s<i, C),

(3)312

where |V| denotes the size of the vocabulary and313

θt is the parameter of the teacher model. The final314

training objective of the summarization model is:315

LG(θ) = Lnll(θ) + αLkd(θ), (4)316

Here, LG(θ) is evaluated on the augmented dataset.317

α is the weight used to balance these two losses.318

4 Experiments319

4.1 Datasets320

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed frame-321

work, we conduct experiments on two benchmarks322

of conversation summarization: SAMSum (Gliwa323

et al., 2019) and DialogSum (Chen et al., 2021).324

More detailed data statistics are shown in Table 1.325

SAMSum contains open-domain daily-chat con- 326

versations in English written by linguists, each of 327

which is annotated with summary by language ex- 328

perts. The topics contain arranging meetings, plan- 329

ning travels, chit-chat and so on. There are 14,732 330

dialogue-summary pairs for training, 818 and 819 331

instances for validation and test, respectively. 332

DialogSum is a large-scale dataset for real-life 333

scenario conversations, and contains diverse task- 334

oriented conversations. Specifically, speakers in 335

DialogSum are denoted with #Person_1# and 336

#Person_2#. The public dataset consists of 337

12,460 training samples. The validation and test 338

set have equal instances of 500. 339

4.2 Evaluation Metrics and Baselines 340

Evaluation Metrics We use the standard 341

ROUGE metric (Lin, 2004) as automatic evalu- 342

ation metrics, including ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, 343

and ROUGE-L. For SAMSum, following previ- 344

ous work (Gliwa et al., 2019), we use pyROUGE 1 345

library with stemming. For DialogSum, we use py- 346

rouge2 following Chen et al. (2021). Note that the 347

ROUGE scores might vary with different tookits. 348

Baselines in literature On SAMSum dataset, 349

we select the baseline models reported in (Gliwa 350

et al., 2019): Longest-3 is a commonly-used ex- 351

tractive summarization baseline which takes the top 352

three longest sentences as summary. The pointer 353

generator (See et al., 2017) is RNN-based with 354

copy-attention mechanism or policy gradient. The 355

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) is a random- 356

initialized self-attention architecture with multi- 357

head attention. D-HGN (Feng et al., 2021b) incor- 358

porated commonsense knowledge from Concept- 359

Net for conversation summarization. UniLMv2 360

1pypi.org/project/pyROUGE/.
2pypi.org/project/py-rouge/
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(Bao et al., 2020) is used which is a pretrained lan-361

guage model for autoencoding and partially autore-362

gressive language modeling. BART (Lewis et al.,363

2020) is trained by corrupting text with anarbitrary364

noising function and learning to reconstruct the365

original text. On DIlogSum dataset, we compare366

our model with baselines in (Chen et al., 2021).367

Baselines with different augmentation strategy368

To demonstrate the superiority of our proposed369

compositional augmentation over traditional data370

augmentation methods, we conduct experiments371

on SAMSum with different representative data372

augmentation methods at different granularity in-373

cluding token-level, sentence-level and context-374

level: (1) Synonym Replacement (SR) (Kobayashi,375

2018; Kumar et al., 2020) is a token-level approach,376

which keeps the semantic meaning unaffected by377

replacing a random word in the conversation with378

its synonyms. (2) Back Translation (BT) (Xie et al.,379

2019) is a utterance-level method, which firstly380

translates an selected utterance in the conversation381

into an intermediate language, and then translates382

it back to the original language. (3) Utterance383

Swapping (US) is a context-level manner, which384

randomly selects two utterances in the conversa-385

tion at first, and then swaps them, leaving the total386

information unchanged.387

4.3 Implementation Details388

During training process, the encoder an decoder389

share the same set of parameters, which are initial-390

ized using a pre-trained BART (Lewis et al., 2020).391

The teacher model uses the same architecture and392

it is fine-tuned using the original paired dataset Dp393

for 8 epochs on the NLL loss (Eq. 2). The final gen-394

erative conversation summarization model is firstly395

initialized using the pre-trained BART weights and396

fine-tuned using the loss in Eq. 4 for another 8397

epochs on Dp ∪ Da with learning rate set to 3e-5398

and a total 16 of batchsize. The value of α in Eq. 4399

is set to 1. We generate 1 augmented pair per data400

sample. It takes around 2 hours to train on a single401

NVIDIA TITAN RTX 2080Ti GPU.402

4.4 Results403

Table 2 and Table 3 show the results on SAMSum404

and DialogSum3 benchmark datasets. We observe405

that, (1) Our proposed method obtains substantial406

gains over the competitive baselines on both the407

3Since there are three reference summaries on DialogSum
test set, the results here are the average of three scores.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

In literature
Longest-3* 32.46 10.27 29.92
Pointer Generator* 37.27 14.42 24.26
Transformer* 42.37 18.44 39.27
D-HGN 42.03 18.07 39.56
UniLM* 47.85 24.23 46.67
BARTbase 51.74 26.46 48.72
BARTlarge† 53.12 27.95 49.15

SR + KD 51.94 26.69 49.21
BT + KD 52.14 26.83 49.43
UR + KD 52.18 26.91 49.50

COMPObase 53.32 27.78 50.66
w/o KD 51.79 26.54 48.70

COMPOlarge 54.03 28.42 50.87
w/o KD 53.21 27.89 49.23

Table 2: Results on SAMSum test. * and † indicate that
the results are taken from Gliwa et al. (2019) and Chen
et al. (2021) respectively. COMPObase and LARGElarge

denotes COMPO with BARTbase and BARTlarge.

datasets, notably 50.66 for ROUGE-L score on 408

SAMSum test set, which demonstrates the effec- 409

tiveness of COMPO. (2) Compared with other aug- 410

mentation methods, our proposed compositoinal 411

augmentation technique works significantly better. 412

This further demonstrates that data generated by 413

COMPO could provide more diverse and effective 414

information used for summarization. (3) Training 415

the generative models on the merged data Dp ∪Da 416

without distillation (i.e., w/KD) brings little or no 417

performance improvements compared to directly 418

training on Dp (i.e., BART). This verifies the ef- 419

fectiveness of distillation to get rid of noise in the 420

augmented data. (4) With BARTbase as the pre- 421

training model, our method even outperforms the 422

performance of BARTlarge baseline on SAMSum, 423

indicating that the proposed method is effective in 424

conversation summarization. (5) Our model also 425

performs well on DialogSum, which is a more 426

abstractive, open-domain and spoken analogous 427

(Chen et al., 2021). We can infer that COMPO has 428

great summarization ability as it comes to more 429

challenging tasks. 430

4.5 Human Evaluation 431

We conduct human annotations to evaluate the qual- 432

ity of augmented data and summaries generated by 433

our proposed COMPO. Each generated sample is 434
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Model R-1 R-2 R-L

In literature
Transformer* 35.91 8.74 33.50
BARTbase 45.86 19.75 44.33
UniLMv2* 47.04 21.13 45.04
BARTlarge * 47.28 21.18 44.83

SR + KD 45.81 19.84 44.39
BT + KD 46.32 20.03 44.57
UR + KD 46.22 20.26 44.53

COMPObase 47.19 20.85 44.91
w/o KD 45.95 19.84 44.30

COMPOlarge 48.02 21.96 45.63
w/o KD 47.26 21.23 44.87

Table 3: Results on DialogSum test split. * indicates
that the results are taken from Chen et al. (2021)

annotated by three workers with English major and435

linguistic background. The inter-rater agreement436

among annotators is measured using the Fleiss’s437

kappa K (Randolph, 2005).438

Quality of Augmented data Da We ask the an-439

notators to rate a set of randomly sampled 50 pairs440

from Da in terms of 1) Fluency: whether the aug-441

mented pairs are fluent; 2) Coherency: whether the442

summary is coherent with the conversation so that443

they make a plausible pair. Each metric is scored444

with scale 0 (worst) to 2 (best). The Fluency score445

forDp andDa is 1.82 and 1.78 withK = 0.61 (sub-446

stantial agreement), while the Coherency score is447

1.59 and 1.51 withK = 0.43 (moderate agreement).448

This indicates that the generated data is plausible.449

Some of the generated conversation examples and450

their summaries can be found in Appendix A.451

Quality of Generated Summaries For sum-452

maries evaluation, we ask the annotators to rate a453

set of randomly sampled 100 generated summaries454

from ground-truth, BART and COMPO in terms of455

1) Factualness: whether the generated summary is456

actual or based on fact; 2) Succinctness: whether457

the summary contain redundant information; 3)458

Informativeness: whether the generated summary459

contains the most important information. Each460

metric is scored with scale 1 (worst) to 5 (best).461

The K value for factualness, succinctness and in-462

formativeness is 0.46, 0.58, and 0.52 respectively,463

indicating moderate agreement (Koo and Li, 2016).464

As shown in Table 4, COMPO can generate signif-465

icantly better summaries with respect to factual-466

Model Fac. Suc. Inf.

Ground Truth 4.01 4.15 3.97

BART 3.69 3.95 3.71
COMPO 3.92 4.23 3.88

Table 4: Human evaluation for the quality of generated
summaries in terms of Factualness, Succinctness, and
Informativeness.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

COMPO 53.32 27.78 50.66
w/o insertion 53.12 27.46 50.24
w/o deletion 52.83 27.36 49.65
w/o replacement 52.44 27.13 49.05

w/o kNNs 52.71 27.13 49.96

Table 5: Ablation results for different strategies and
semantic similarity when making augmented pairs on
the test set of SAMSum dataset.

ness, succinctness, and informativeness than base- 467

line model. This might because that the incorpora- 468

tion of compositional augmented data enables the 469

model to be better aware of the relations between 470

summary sentences and its corresponding conversa- 471

tion snippets, thus improving the factualness over 472

baseline. Also, the model is trained with more di- 473

verse data, requiring it to focus on the most salient 474

parts in conversations, which further improves the 475

succinctness and informativenes. 476

5 Ablation Studies 477

5.1 Different Augmentation Strategies 478

To investigate the different strategies used in com- 479

positional augmentation, we conduct an ablation 480

study to explore the effect of random deletion, in- 481

sertion and replacement mentioned in Section 3.1.2. 482

We also provide the experiment results removing 483

kNNs to see the effect of semantic similarity, i.e., 484

we randomly select a pair to replace for the original 485

one. The results are given in Table 5. 486

We can see that all the three strategies contribute 487

to the performance, as removing any one of them 488

causes a performance drop on ROUGE scores. Es- 489

pecially, the metrics drop by a great margin as we 490

remove the replacement strategy, which shows that 491

the replacement strategy is crucial in generating di- 492

verse and effective data pairs. In addition, when we 493

randomly replace pairs of conversation stage and 494
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Model 1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram

human (Dp) 0.195 14.53 57.92 79.81

SR 0.208 13.91 58.09 78.13
BT 0.191 13.56 57.19 75.58
COMPO (Da) 0.229 15.71 60.21 80.13

Table 6: Experiment result for the quality of augmented
pairs in terms of Distinct n-grams. Since Utterance
Swapping has identical statistics as Dp, we left it out.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

COMPO 53.32 27.78 50.66
w/k-consecutive 51.49 26.77 48.76
w/extractive 52.44 26.51 49.02

Table 7: Results on the SAMSum test set, when we
apply different methods on conversation segmentation
in constructing candidate pairs.

summary sentences, the performance drops. The495

could be the introduction of irrelevant topic and496

context, which may bring noise for summarization.497

5.2 Diversity of Augmented Data498

Inspired by Zhang et al. (2020), we also evaluate499

the diversity of augmented pairs for conversation500

and summary with automatic metric Distinct (Li501

et al., 2015), which measures the proportion of502

unique n-grams in the augmented dialogue pairs503

(n = 1, 2, 3, 4). A higher score denotes that the504

data sample is more diverse. As shown in Table505

6, our augmented data pairs are more diverse com-506

pared with Dp, consistent across distinct n-grams.507

5.3 Effect of Different Strategies When508

Constructing Candidate Pairs509

There are many other ways of segment the conver-510

sation and match the components with summary511

sentences. One way is to directly search for k con-512

secutive utterances in the conversation for each513

summary sentence. Other line of work uses the514

extractive approach (Wu et al., 2021). Suppose we515

have summary S with |S| sentences within, and516

conversation C. We divide the conversation into517

|S| parts, each corresponding to one summary sen-518

tence. The difference between these two methods519

is that the former allows overlap between the sepa-520

rated conversation snippets. Experiment results for521

the aforementioned methods are shown in Table 7.522

We notice that segmenting with conversation523

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

COMPO 53.32 27.78 50.66
w/ jointly-train 51.79 26.54 48.70
w/ two-stage 52.91 27.15 50.10

Table 8: Results when using different strategies combin-
ing Dp and Da for training on the SAMSum test set.

stages and then matching with summary sentences 524

led to the best performance. This is intuitive as con- 525

versation stage contains the information of poten- 526

tial conversation patterns and temporal information 527

compared to other methods. Directly searching for 528

best k consecutive utterances for each summary 529

sentence almost has no improvement over BART, 530

even degraded a bit. This sheds light on how to 531

carefully deal with information overlap when con- 532

structing candidate pairs. 533

5.4 Strategies for Combining Dp and Da 534

Except the knowledge distillation discussed in Sec- 535

tion 3.2 in the training process, we also experi- 536

ment with another two strategies combining Dp 537

and Da. (1) merge Dp and Da directly and train 538

models on them jointly (Edunov et al., 2018). (2) 539

the two-stage method, which firstly fine-tune the 540

pre-trained BART model on the augmented Data 541

Da and then fine-tune on Dp with the NLL loss. 542

As shown in Table 8, when model-level knowledge 543

distillation is employed, the performance is signifi- 544

cantly better than using the other two strategies. 545

6 Conclusion 546

In this paper, we introduced a simple and effec- 547

tive compositional data augmentation method for 548

conversation summarization, which is composed 549

of the following processes, i.e., 1) constructing 550

candidate pairs of conversation snippet and sum- 551

mary sentence based on conversation stages and 552

2) organizing the candidate pairs into newly aug- 553

mented data with various operations. There is also 554

a model distillation process to get rid of the noise 555

introduced by the augmented data. Extensive ex- 556

periments on benchmark datasets demonstrate that 557

COMPO significantly outperforms prior state-of- 558

the-art baselines in terms of both quantitative and 559

qualitative evaluation, through generating compo- 560

sitional and diverse augmented data. Our method 561

has key implications for designing augmentation 562

techniques for low-resource dialogue related tasks. 563
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Amelia: girls, I wanna watch a xmas movie,               
any ideas??
Miranda: Ooo, I was also wondering

Rose: I have sth to recommend. But I must 
check the title.  Wait a sec
Amelia: Ok :)
Rose: The Princess Switch
Miranda: On netflix??
Rose: Yes :) Main role plays Vanessa 
Hudgens

Amelia wants to watch an xmas movie. Rose 
recommends The Princess Switch on Netflix 
with Vanessa Hudgens.

deletion

Intention

Discussion

Amelia: girls, I wanna watch a xmas movie,               
any ideas??
Miranda: Ooo, I was also wondering

Amelia wants to watch an xmas movie.

Conversation

Summary

(a) deletion

Henry: I've just watched a program about 
depression. 1 in 5 people is depressed! It's 
shocking! 

Barry and Henry have their appointment 
at Barry's office on Saturday at 8 am.

insertion

Intention

Discussion

Henry: When will our appointment be?
Henry: I've just watched a program about 
depression. 1 in 5 people is depressed! It's 
shocking! 
Barry: Saturday 8 am in my office, OK? 
Henry: thank you. I book my cab for 
Saturday morning. 
Barry: don't be late!

Henry is shocked about depression. 
Barry and Henry have their appointment at 
Barry's office on Saturday at 8 am.

Conversation

Summary

(b) insertion

Henry: When will our appointment be?

Barry: Saturday 8 am in my office, OK? 
Henry: thank you. I book my cab for 
Saturday morning. 
Barry: don't be late!

Sampled from Candidate Pool

Opening

Henry is shocked about depression. 

Lia: We should all come and visit Ethan 
in the new apartment!
Ethan: You are welcome, guys! 
Whenever you wish.

Aiden and Lia will visit Ethan in his new 
apartment.

replacement

Opening

Discussion

Lia: what to you think about Ethan's new 
apartment?
Aiden: Cool. I like the renovation.
Ethan: The renovation work took quite a 
long time.
Aiden: Really? How long did it take?
Ethan: Almost 2 months.
Lia: We should all come and visit Ethan in 
the new apartment!
Ethan: You are welcome, guys! Whenever 
you wish.

Ethan has a new apartment. It took a long 
time to renovate. But it’s worthwhile. 
Aiden and Lia will visit Ethan in his new 
apartment.

Conversation

Summary

(c) replacement

Lia: what to you think about Ethan's new 
apartment?
Aiden: Cool. I like the renovation. 

Ethan: The renovation work took quite 
a long time.
Aiden: Really? How long did it take?
Ethan: Almost 2 months.

Sampled from Candidate Pool

Conclusion
Ethan has a new apartment. It took a long 
time to renovate. But it’s worthwhile.

Conclusion

Lia: But it’s all worth it.

Figure 3: Data pairs sampled from Da generated with different strategies. Words in grey indicate the newly
introduced sub-parts.
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